
Dear All
We operate in tough industries where we are constantly competing with the lowest cost players in the world 
plus also the commodity and cheaper substitutes. How do we compete in such situations?
A good company competes by:

a. Having the lowest cost structure
b. By differentiating the product range
c. By innovating new products and new business models

How should one look at costs? Here is my set of learnings:
a. I look at costs as two segments – Good Costs and bad costs. Good costs are investment in technology,

investment in consumer understanding, investment in Innovation and Investment in people and
collaboration across functions. . Bad costs are inventory, lenient trade terms, low productivity, overrun
of project time, poor responsiveness and silo behavior.

b. How should one look at costs as a benchmark? One could look at whether costs are growing ahead of
revenue growth, that’s a worry, are costs growing ahead of profit growth, that’s a bigger worry, are
costs growing ahead of baseline inflation in the country, that’s a challenge, are costs growing contains
to offset currency depreciation?

c. Managing costs is crucial in industries where there is price erosion. Industries like consumer durables,
mobile phones etc. see price drops after a few weeks or months, so in that industry volume has to
ramp up to compensate for costs, if volumes don’t ramp up, then the company starts taking out costs.

d. Budgeting is a crucial exercise in costs. Do we budget for the year or do we what I call start with box
budgeting. Box budgeting is one where you determine the revenue for the quarter, the margin needed
to be competitive and then reduce all costs after that to meet these two lines. This forces you to attack
bad costs. All cost budgets must be achieved as early as possible in the year, lese they do not benefit
the profit delivery. This is the same with customers, if we acquire all new customers in the last month
of the year, then you get no benefit to the revenue line.

e. Inventory is the worst cost of all unless of course the value of the inventory appreciates ( this is rare). In
Birla White we have reduced inventory from a level of 54000 Rs last March end to 31000 Ts now. That’s
saves us a lot of money and keeps the pipeline thin and engaged. When customers and sales teams
know that the company has high inventory , they tend to beat down prices and increase trade terms.
Inventory can only come under control when the sales team is disciplined in giving forecasts, in giving a
clear week by week phasing for the month. The factory has to produce only to demand and if there is a
sales demand dip, then one has to cut production. In many companies the production plan is not
aligned to the sales plan or the inventory needed, hence the company ends up with stocks that then
become unsold and then need deep discounts. A factory cannot keep producing when the customer is
not buying. In our grey cement business, they cut production and also sales to distributors when
market demand is not good by volume and pricing.

f. Good costs are about investing in people development. Most companies are penny wise pound foolish
on development. Investment in people makes them more productive and hence the return is more
than worth the effort. Good costs is for example investing in connecting the value chain so that you
know exactly what’s happening with inventory, sales and pricing in the chain. Companies have unlocked
billions off dollars by investing in the IT systems. A great example is bar code. Years ago when the bar
code came in, big supermarkets used the data from check-out counter bar code data to cut inventories
and place the right orders. South west airlines has the lowest cost structure, invests in their people and
everyone multitasks to get a plane into the air. There are no silos in south west.

g. Using technology to conduct meetings via VC instead of unnecessary travel is a good cost. We do not
use technology enough.

h. Companies tend to cut small benefits to people while forgetting to cut the big costs that will save them
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a lot more. So, a company will try and book a cheaper hotel, a cheaper ticket but will not address 
inventory, trade terms, credit terms and factory productivity and production. This is a situation of 
misplaced priorities.

i. Finally please remember that in any business on any given day, costs are a given, revenue is not a given
and nether is profit from revenue. To use a cricket expression, costs is like fielding, you can b=get
better at it every day, if you drop costs ( catches) you will never win, batting and bowling can be a good
day or a bad day like revenue!!

So please be ruthless on bad costs and invest in good costs.
Feedback welcome
Wr
shiv
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